Evinces :
Unnatural Occurrences That May Suggest You Are Targeted For Surveillance

Once is happenstance. Twice is coincidence. Three times, it's enemy action. --- Ian Fleming
Only what is thought, said, or done at a certain rare coincidence is good. --- Henry David Thoreau

The following items are examples of occurrences that could possibly signify that one has been
targeted for surveillance or harassment, or both. No single example provided herein necessarily
constitutes that one is under watch, but having more than one such instance occurring in a small
space of time or having re-occurrences should lend one to err on the side of caution. These
examples are very subjective, for they are singular examples among infinite scenarios. And, what
could be a curious occurrence for one may be a banal passing for another ; take a hermit from the
mountaintop and a Joe from 5th Avenue and place them both on the same street in middle-America
and you may get two polar extremes in perception. Take it all into perspective.

Is coincidence really coincidence ?

•

You come home and notice that your pet didn't greet you at the door, and then you notice that
it is under the bed and is very slow and weary to come out. Everything else around the house
is "as usual" with no signs of burglary or forced entry. This could be a strong indicator that
some stranger was in your home and spooked your pet. A potential surreptitious, "sneak &
peek" entry may have transpired.
There are at least four reasons for surreptitious entries into a target's home:
- Survey and observe what's going on in your home;
- Surveillance setup (sound & video - wifi streaming);
- Psy-ops effects (gaslighting); and
- Food, water & chemical tampering (dosing foodstuff (e.g., salt) with agents).

•

Someone persists in trying to befriend or impress you (platonically) from out of nowhere even
when you repeatedly show no reciprocation or interest.

•

You keep running into the same person at a high rate of incidence. This may not be mere
coincidence.

•

Someone tries, in earnest, to befriend you but they never inquire or ask things about your past,
personal life, or interests ( because they may already know --- they've been briefed ).

•

Someone comes into your inner circle, either professionally or socially, and they have a penchant
for bringing up topics that are very particular to your passions, hot-buttons or recent unique
events that you have experienced.

•

You notice more people tend to linger around your location for unusually long periods of time
(e.g., while walking their dog, etc.).
Remember, these are all just "examples." The realm of possible scenarios is actually boundless.

•

Someone odd or out-of-place moves in next door.

•

People start showing up at your door, asking for a cup of sugar, asking for directions, inquiring
about a neighbor living near you, asking if you've seen their lost pet, or asking you to sign-up or
donate to something, etc.

•

Attractive people or those who share common interests become much more prevalent around
you.

•

That same "someone" is repeatedly coming around that corner or waiting at your destination
every time you show up.

•

Someone you are newly acquainted with moves to a location very near your residence.

•

You lose something you love, you lose your job, you lose your home, and other misfortunes
occur, all in a small-spaced procession of time.

•

Odd physiological or health experiences occur without any apparent cause and with no clear
diagnosis ( see list at countertruth.com/health.html ).

•

A person makes repeated eye-contact, but they never show any interest in contact or
conversation and will avoid all contact when in close proximity.

•

You notice the same bumper sticker or emblem more and more often on the vehicles around
you.

•

You notice the same fluorescent-colored clothing or emblem-insignia on the clothing of people
everywhere you go and it appears to have no particular affiliation with any school or
organization in your area.

•

You notice a car lingering at a protracted or constant distance behind you, regardless of
whether you speed up or slow down.

•

A unique or private conversation you recently experienced coincidentally becomes a topic of
conversation or interest by others around you (acquaintances or strangers).

•

You tell someone about a bizarre event that took place of which you suspect may be a form of
harassment and that "someone" seems unsurprised, and doesn't carry-on with the topic and
never brings it up again in future conversations. Put yourself in a role reversal and ask
yourself how you would react if someone told you something bizarre --- would you push the
topic forward by stating something like, "...Wow, that's really odd! ... How did you react ?"
Maybe your story wasn't bizarre to that "someone" because they happen to know that you are
"targeted," and they are a complicit player.
Remember, these are all just "examples." The realm of possible scenarios is actually boundless.

•

Your home's security alarm system alerts your phone while you are at work or away from home.
You get home and nothing is unusual. The doors and windows show no signs of tampering.
This alarm system alert happens a couple other times with no signs of tampering or entry.
Though, you do note that the alarm system has never caused a "false" alarm before, when you
make quick runs out to pick up something at a convenience store or even when you activate the
alarm system for eight hours each night, while sleeping. Use the “wax seal” technique on your
locks ( see countertruth.com/security ).

•

Your computer or smart phone suddenly starts having more and more problems even though you
have not made any recent changes or app installations. These problems may become present
on different devices that never connect to each other and may reoccur with new devices or under
conditions that involve none of the same apps or operating systems that were on previous
devices. This could indicate information targeting.

•

Phishing questions by a passing stranger : You go to check your mail at the community
mailbox center of your condominium and a stranger strikes up a quick "small talk" conversation
with you, where shortly after, you politely state, "Alright, well have a good day, I've got to get
running to work," and the stranger abruptly asks, "Where do you work?"

•

A detective or official knocks on your door and starts asking questions about one of your
neighbors or some activity in your area. On the surface it appears that their interest is focused
on the activities of this "supposed" suspicious neighbor, though this could potentially be an upclose, "sizing-you-up" session by an agent active in your surveillance.

•

You experience what could be said to be a panic attack, where you start to feel faint and your
heart is beating so fast that it feels like it'll explode. You experience this episode with no apparent
eliciting factors such as fear, stress or worrying. Panic attacks have cause. Causes may be
environmental chemicals, drugs, medication, a traumatic event, disease or Directed Energy.
( See countertruth.com/health .)

•

Sham Rage : You experience an encounter with a cat that is in shear rage. Unfortunate targets
who own cats will likely fall victim to this bizarre experience where a docile cat will instantly flip
into a rage for no apparent reason. This is actually possible through radio waves of a unique
frequency that are being directed at the cat --- this phenomenon is called "Sham Rage," a longknown and documented effect that can occur with cats being studied under directed energy
experiments.
Remember, these are all just "examples." The realm of possible scenarios is actually boundless.

•

The air in your car's tire is low when you're getting ready to go to work. You air it up and it holds
air fine until the next morning. If you take it to a tire shop they will tell you that they found no
holes or leaks and your wheel doesn't appear bent, so maybe you need to replace the stem. If
you replace the stem you will eventually find the tire low again. Letting air out of tires during the
night is a very common tactic --- there's no physical destruction to property, so there's no crime
to report --- just some inconvenience on your part.

•

The water lines that you let drip the night before a major weather freeze are all closed tight and
the lines have frozen come morning time.

•

The grill's propane tank is empty even though you just recently had it filled and it shows no signs
of leakage.

•

Hanging plants, bird feeders or wind chimes seem to be falling to the ground or breaking,
although there's been no storms or windy days present.

•

You don't seem to find mail that was confirmed to have been mailed to you.

•

You find items out-of-place, although you are certain where you placed them (gaslighting).

•

You find unexplainable damage to your fence.

•

There are small, unexplained findings of vandalism around your yard.

•

Electronics start going haywire. Directed Energy EMP's can cause all kinds of havoc with
electronics and is a common complaint by targeted individuals. ( In an 18 month period, or so, I
have lost or experienced malfunctions with my TV, two cell phones, laptop, home security
system, three security cameras, AC unit, refrigerator, floor fan, electronic thermometer and a
wireless motion detector. It's my belief that directed energy can also cause Lithium Ion batteries
to explode. In mid 2017 I bought a neckband Bluetooth headphone set which, while knowing
that I was in the process of being scanned by signals (from several tell-tale signs), I started to
feel my neck burning and found that the headphone set was heating to the point of burning the
skin. I quickly threw an Argenmesh silver towel over it and it began to cool down. This makes
me ponder whether some exploding batteries have been the result of Directed Energy
attacks. As in this case, shielding materials outright stopped virtually all of the issues listed
above ! See countertruth.com/shielding .)

•

Your cell phone, wireless printer, smart remote controls, notepad and other electronic devices
light-up out of sleep mode (or hibernation mode) at the exact same instance. These noninterconnected devices all responded at the same moment. This is almost definitely a sign that
directed energy of some form is present. If you feel any strange physiological sensations or get
a headache right around this same time period, you can count on it being directed energy.
Remember, these are all just "examples." The realm of possible scenarios is actually boundless.

•

Suddenly, the battery of your phone or notepad keeps going dead extremely fast. Even if you
replace the battery or check and reconfigure the software settings, it will unexplicably continue
to drain its power quickly. Antagonists can accomplish this through either malware or directed
energy which saps your battery life.

•

You find yourself singing some lyrics of a corny song that is either very old and dated or very
obscure. Over the next couple of days you hear the song playing on someone's cell phone as a
ring-tone, playing in a car slowly passing through a parking lot or being sung by someone.

•

You notice something gritty, almost like fine sand, in the food at a couple mom & pop restaurants
that you have recently patronized.

•

A worker at a business that you patronize has gone from warm and friendly to cold and terse.
This could signify that someone has spread false accusations, rumors, or lies about you ( e.g.,
claiming you're a rapist or pedophile, etc.)

•

You are having a conversation with a friend about some off-the-wall topic like, how smelly and
seemingly unpalatable the Jackfruit must be. Later in the week, as you make your way home
from work, you find a wedge of Jackfruit laying near the front door of your home (yes, the
Jackfruit doesn't grow in your country and it definitely isn't found at virtually any groceries).

•

Social personality types are very susceptible to HUMINT attacks and may never realize that they
are being victimized until the damage is done. A mole inserted into your private circle could
unravel and sabotage your life through things such as, gathering your passwords, copying your
keys, pin numbers, account numbers, personal identification details, financial details, or
documenting your personal & intimate details, documenting your routines and idiosyncrasies,
draining your funds, planting false evidence, setting up video surveillance, transmitting STD's,
promoting an unhealthy lifestyle, seeding an addiction, manipulating your emotions, social
engineering, providing you false support, acting as a distraction, socially isolating you,
destabilizing your relationships with family and friends, and covertly dosing your food with
medication or drugs.

•

You live in a city of millions of people and note that it is a rare occasion to randomly cross paths
with friends or family when not in your immediate neighborhoods. Though, you have recently
noticed a few of the most peculiar instances of crossing paths, for example:
- A middle-aged black man wearing a business suit and a colorful Mexican Sombrero is
seen walking along the sidewalk of an economically challenged area of town while pulling
a wheeled baggage cart behind him. He defies space and time as you see him a short
time later, pulling his suitcase by you as you sit in a restaurant at a location on the
opposite side of town.

-

A one-legged street beggar is standing at the intersection of a location that you frequent
on your way home from work, and miraculously, a short time later the same one-legged
beggar is seen standing at the intersection just before reaching your home.

-

For more than a month, each time you visit the post office, a modest little elderly woman
happens to occupy the whole counter-top of the courtesy mail sorting table for the purpose
of sorting through the trash bin for "coupons." You have never seen her before in the
previous years at this location. As you turn down an aisle at your usual grocery store,
which is across town from your post office, and you spot the same little old lady standing
motionlessly, with no cart or purse, while holding a single coupon with both hands and
staring pensively at a can of soup on the shelf, never flinching, as you slowly make your
way down the isle. You never see her again, thereafter, at either location.

-

Over a period of weeks a very uniquely identifying "novelty car horn" (like the Dixie bugle)
is heard at various locations --- work, home, the grocery store, post office and mall
parking lots. You are never able to identify the corresponding car amongst a myriad of
others present.

These occurrences, peculiar as they may be, will become more peculiar when you consider that
they all happen within a somewhat short space of time. Moreover, multiple different flavors of the
same experience may be witnessed. I've personally witnessed what is described here as well as a
multitude of similar and other difficult-to-explain experiences. In retrospect, the bulk of these
episodes occurred within the first three to six months after becoming aware that surveillance was
under way. I propose that these "Street Theater" tactics are used against a target with the intent of
marginalizing and discrediting their character if the target is so bold as to recount and tell the absurd
story to one of their friends, family or co-workers. I mean, who's going to believe this stuff, right ?
Exactly, it's perfect Psy-ops tactics in action !
Most of the details that Targeted Individuals present may sound foreign and preposterous though,
this is exactly the angle that Intelligence agencies have modeled in developing Psy-ops tactics.
Granted, unless you experience it firsthand, it is hard to believe. One thing that Targeted Individuals
have going for them is the fact that many of the same tactics are witnessed by many different
victims from across the nation, with only a few flavors or twists added by the different surveillance
teams. This goes against coincidence, in and of itself. People are targeted for a variety of reasons
some of which may include being whistle-blowers, activists, writers, dissidents, eccentrics, recluses,
patriots, secularist, minorities, independent people, ex-cons, and criminals. The "targeting"
campaigns may revolve around investigations, intimidation, marginalization, pacification, elimination
or even experimentation involving the person targeted.

If all of this sounds preposterous, then it may be informative to read-up on the tactics used in the
FBI's infamous Cointelpro program or the CIA's Mkultra program. ( See CounterTruth.com/thecrimes and CounterTruth.com/the-dirt .)
As a post-note, I am a working and recently promoted Scientist who has no criminal record, does
not use drugs, suffers from no diseases and whom has been around the world and back. I do fit into
several of the demographic categories for targeted individuals, listed in the previous paragraph.
Before questioning the lucidity of those who claim to be targeted individuals, consider the multitude
of individuals making these claims across the country, consider their credentials, consider past
crimes such as those committed in Cointelpro & MKultra, consider the "surveillance state" that is
becoming the United States and consider putting yourself in the position of a proclaimed victim and
contemplate just how you would explain it to others.
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